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Plato, Shamanism andAncient Egypt.
Jnnnrrv NayprrR
SHenaaNrsM AND ANctr,Nr Ecypr

considering the relationships between plato, shamanism and
IJnancient Egypt, I am going to be questioning some deep_seated
assumptions held both within Egyptology and in the history of ideas,

which also extend to our current understanding of the western

esoteric tradition. I believe these assumptions need to be questioned
because the relationships of plato, shamanism and ancieni Egypt to
each other are far more intimate and profound than one might at first
suppose. By understanding the nature of these relationships, it may
become possible to gain further insight not onry into platonism but
also into that deep current of thought and spiritual practice known as

the Hermetic tradition.
First of all, let me say that by 'shamanism, I mean a form of mysticism and mystical experience, typical of archaic spirituality. while of
course shamanism may be approached as a sociological phenomenon
of tribal societies, its specifically religious dimension is what concerns
me here. understood in this religious sense, not only is there a great
deal in common between shamanism and ancient Egyptian rehlion,
but a shamanic element could be said to be absoluleiy lntrinsic to
Egyptian religion, despite its having gone unrecognized within mainstream Egyptology.' For example, if we look carefully at the wide-

- This article has already appeared, in expanded

form, as a pamptrlet published by
Abzu Press (Oxford, zoo5).
r. For shamanism as the mysticism of archaic spirituaiity, see Mircea Eliade, Myths,
Dreams and Mysteries, trans. philip-Mairet (Londbn: Collins,
ry6o), p. 59; una i6" .,
Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, trans. willard n.-rrisk
1i9oa. neprint,
London:_Arkara, ry89), p. 8. Despite one or two pioneering studies, sr.h
those of
"s
w. Helc( 'Schamane und Zauberer' tn Milanges Adolphe-Gutbli& (Montpellier:
Uni
versit6 de Montpellier, rs8+), pp. ro3-8 and Terence Dueuesne, ,Anubis e iiponte, dell,
Arcobaleno. Aspetti dello sciamanismo nell'antico Egitto, tn La religione della tcrra, ed,.
Grazia_ Marchiand (Como: Red ldizioni, 199, pp n5-35, Egyptologli has either ignorecl
or flatly denied the presence of shamanic elemEnts withrnlgyptiin religious texts and
rituals. see, for example, H. w. Fischer-ElferL Die visioi-ion der itatue irn stein
(Heidelberg: universitatsveflag, l!p9), pp. 6zf and Jan Assmann, The search
for God in
Ancient Egtpt, trans. David Lorton (New york: Kegan paul International,
ryg5),p. r53.
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treat these accounts as having dubious validity and as being in all
probabiiity fictitious. One even finds scholars who argue that they
mustbe fictitious just because so many Greek philosophers were said
to have visited Egypt! Certainly, in the eyes of the Greeks, Egypt had a
reputation for harbouring a profound wisdom, but if this was the
reason why biographers felt obliged to insert a 'fictitious' trip to Egypt
in their philosopher's life, is it not then likely that the very same
ancient Greek philosophers might have wanted to make a non-fictitiousvisit to Egypt? This is not to say that all Greek philosophers were
enamoured with Egypt. We do not read, for example, of Aristotle having studied with the Egyptian priests. So when we do read of certain
philosophers having gone to Egypt, it is not necessarily an obligatory
episode in a semlfictitious life.
Those who did feel inclined to go to Egypt would not have found it a
particularly difficult journey to arrange, for although there were no
Greek colonies in Egypt, there was an important Greek settlement at
Naucratis in the Nile Delta. Founded in the seventh century nc only
ten miles from the capital, Sais, Naucratis was a large and rich community in which splendid temples were erected to various Greek
deities, including Aphrodite, Apollo, Hera and the Dioscuri. It attracted
not only merchants but also poets, artists, statesmen and historians,
and from time to time political refugees.a It was, however, by no means
the only Greek presence in Egypt. Greeks were living in the town
of Daphnae, also in the Delta, from the end of the seventh century,
and there is evidence of Greeks travelling and trading in Memphis,
Abydos, Thebes and Edfu during the sixth century nc.5
Greek philosophy is usually thought of as beginning with Thales of
Miletus, who flourished during the early sixth century. If we take into
consideration the fact that Naucratis was originally a Milesian and
Samian foundation, it should not come as such a surprise to find several ancient accounts of Thales having visited Egypt.u We know that
there was a strong Egyptian influence exerted on Miletus during the
Brill, ISZS), pp. t4-6o.By demanding impossible standards of proo{, combined with
a contemptuous regard for Egyptian knowledge of astronomy and geometry and a
surprising ignorance of the Egyptian spirituai world view, Lloyd is able to dismiss (or
simply miss) every indication of a connection between Greek philosophical thought
E. J.

and its Egyptian antecedents.
Boardman , The Greeks Ouerseas (tlarmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1964), pp. r48f.
Boardman, ibid., pp. r5o-55.
6. For these ancient accounts, see G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers, znd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 76.
4. J.

5.
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early sixth century when Thales flourished.T Miletus was one of the
richest cities in Ionia, and its prosperity was built on seaborne trade.8
Clearly, travel between Egypt and Miletus would not have been problematic. Ships would have been plying their way to and from Egypt on
a regular basis.
The same goes for Samos, the island where Thales' famous pupil
Pythagoras was born. The Samians, like the Milesians, were great
traders. They were used to travelling long distances by boat, and they
too were strongly influenced by Egyptian culture. We hear, for
example, of Samian sculptors travelling to Egypt to learn stone-carving
techniques.e We know that Pythagoras' father was a gem engraver,
using newly learned techniques of working hard stone, a craft in
which the Egyptians excelled. It is not only possible but probable that
Pythagoras travelled in his youth both to the eastern Mediterranean
seaboard and to Egypt, which was the single most important trading
partner of Samos at that time.'o Given his father's profession (which
the young Py'thagoras would have been expected to follow), there
seems little reason to doubt the accounts of Pythagoras' sojourn in
Egypt. These accounts, presented to us by Iamblichus, Porphyry and
Diogenes Laertius, are based on traditions that reach far back, for we
find them corroborated in the testimony of much earlier sources such
as Isocrates and Herodotus."
In order to show how Plato, shamanism and ancient Egypt belong
together, it is necessary therefore to take a stand against the two unwarranted prejudices, already referred to, that would have us view
them as unconnected: Firstly, the prejudice that ancient Egyptian
religion contained no shamanic elements, and secondly that the
Greek philosophers who were said to have visited Egypt probably did
not, and would not have been influenced by what they learnt there
Z.A.G Dunham,

The Histary of Miletus (London: University

of London Press, r9t5),

p. 80.
8. Dunham, ibid., p. t5.
9. B. S. Ridgway, The Archaic Style

r9%), p. 37.

in

Greek Sculpture (Chicago: Ares Publishers Inc.,

io. pet"t Kingsley, 'From Pythagoras to the Turba Philosophorud in Joumal of the
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 57 0SS+), pp. t-tf.
rr. Isoirates, Busiris z8; Herodotus, Histoies, z.8r; Iamblichus, The Life of llthagoras,
(Grand
3.4 n The fitthagorean Sourcebook and Library, ed. K. s. Guthrie and D. Fideler
Rapids, Michigan: Phanes Press, 1988), pp.6o ff; Porphyry, The Life of \tthagoras, 6-8
and p, im ibid., pp. tz4-5; Diogenes Laertius, The Life of 4tthagoras,3 n ibid-, p- t4z.
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even if they had. My aim is to show that, contrary to accepted opinion,

an important stream of Greek philosophy is intimately linked to
ancient Egypt. In pursuing this aim, it will be necessary to show that
this philosophical stream had its source not simply in rational
speculailon but in types of inner practice and mystical experience that
have close affinities with shamanism.

SHeuaNs FRoM

rnn Nonru

In rg5r, E. R. Dodds published a groundbreaking study of the ancient
Greeks, The Greeks and the lrrational, in which he argued, amongst
other things, that there was an influx of shamanic influences into the
Greek world during the seventh and siXh centuries sc. He believed
that the source of these influences was to be found in the northeln
tribes of Scythia (to the west of the Black Sea) and Thrace, which
themselves had come under the influence of the shamanic culture of
Siberian tribes much further north." His reasoning was that, during
the seventh and sixth centuries, Greek colonies were being established and beginning to flourish all around the Black Sea. It was at this
time that stories began to appeal of seers, magical healers and religious teachers all exhibiting shamanic traits, and all linked with the
north. So, for example, out of the north came Abaris, riding on an
arroq as did the Buryat shamans of Siberia. The arrow, it seems, was
the Buryat equivalent of the witches' broomstick. Abaris was supposed to be so advanced in the art of fasting that he didn't need to eat
at all. He was also able to predict earthquakes and banish pestilences,
and he taught the Greeks to worship a northern god, whom they
called the Hyperborean Apollo.'3
Dodds also refers to a poem by a Greek devotee of this Hyperborean
Apollo, named Aristeas, which relates how he (Aristeas) made a fantastical journey into the north that has clear shamanic features. Aristeas
himself was credited with powers of trance, and his soul, in the form of
abkd,was able to leave his body at wi11.'4 This same ability to practise
out-of-the-body flight was also attributed to another Greek called
Hermotimos, from the Ionian city of Clazomenae (now Klazumen in
rz. E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London:
Universiry ofCalilornia Press, r95r), pp. r4of.
14. Ibid.
r3. Dodds, ibid., p.

r4r.
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to Dodds, the opening up of the Black sea to
Greek trade and colonization provided the crucial opening to the

Turkey).,5 According

exotic shamanic culture of the north. It led to a new conception of the
human soul and of the soul's capacities amongst the Greeks, which
was then taken up in Orphism (Greek legend associated Orpheus with
Thrace) and P'phigoteunisr., (latel tradition, Dodds points out, brought
p}'thagoras into contact with Abaris). For Dodds, Pythagoras was a
ir""li,shuman type,, and his practices and teachings were subsequently given philosophical formulation by Plato. As Dodds puts it:
cross-fertilised the tradition of Greek rationalism with
'iluto ln
"ff"ct
magico-religious ideas whose remoter origins belong to the northeln
shamanistic culture."6

Psucur:. Fnou HoMER

ro Praro

To understand how the shamanic conception of the soul was new and
different from what prevailed in the Greek world during the eighth

century and earlier, we need to go back to Homer. It is likely that
Homeis lliad and. Odyssey were written down in the second part of
the eighth century nc, reaching their final written form in the early
purt oI the seventlt century. They had of course existed in oral form
iong before that, so they present to us a picture of the human soul as
this was experienced by the many genelations to whom the poems
were known only orally. In the Iliad andthe odyssey, not only do we
find that the soul (psuche) was conceived quite differently from how
we conceive of it today, it was also conceived quite differently from
how it came to be conceived just a few hundred years later by Plato.
In Homer, the psuchewas not considered to be the centre of waking
consciousness, but rather was thousht of in a more limited way as a
kind of phantom or ghost that leaves the body of a person when he or
she diei. As such it lacks real and substantial existence, and it goes
down to Hades where it will continue to exist as the vaporous image
or eid.olon of the person that used to live on earth. So rather than
'possessing' u prrrh, when they were alive, a person became a psuche
*fr"r, the! dted. They became a shadow of what they were in life.'7
Thus, when Achilles met the psuche of his dead friend Patroklos, he
t5.

Ibid.

16.

Ibid,

P. zo9.

rf. yean-pierre Vernant, Mortak and Immortals, ed. Froma

Princeton University Press, r99r), pp. t86-92'

l.

Zettyn (Princeton:
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tried in vain to embrace it, and it vanished with a thin cry into Hades.'8
In Homer, great emphasis is given to physicai organs and limbs as
the location of psychic attributes. The centre of waking consciousness
is the chest rather than the head (which was associated with the
psuche), and here in the chest Homer's characters not only feel emotions of anger, joy, fear and grief, but they also conduct an inner dialogue with their tlrumot and come to decisions about what to do, and
how best to act.'e The thumos at first sight seems to be much closer
than the psuche to our idea of the 'soul', for it is where emotions,
thoughts and decisions were felt to take place. However, we do not
find Greek heroes identifying themselves with their thumos.It seems
rather to have been experienced as a semi-autonomous person inside
the hero, with whom the hero would have conversations, and through
whom the gods would communicate. So we read that Achilles will
only fight when ttre thurnos in his chest tells him to; and we read of the
gods instiiling courage into a warrior's thurnoswhen he feels afraid.'o
Human consciousness, as it is presented to us in Homer, is very
physicalized: it is experienced in the body-in the lungs, the heart, the
belly or the limbs. So much was this so that the word for lungs
(phrenes) could be used almost interchangeably with thumos. Likewise,
the heart (kardia) and belly (etron or etor) had as strong psychic as
physical associations. At the same time there is no word in the
singular for the living body, which is usually referred to by the plural
words for'limbs'- guia or melea. The word for 'body' in the singular is
soma,but this designates not a living body but a corpse." The living
body was, it seems, experienced as a conglomeration of psychophysical energies distributed throughout the limbs and organs. Thus
we often read of hands, lower and upper arms, thighs and calves
almost as if each had a certain psychic function, though the main
psychic centre remained the chest. Meanwhile, the psuche was more
or less eclipsed during waking hours. It only became active during
sleep or at death, and in Homer it did not perform the integrative role
r8. Homer,

Iliad 4:99-101.

rg.Jan Bremmet, The Ear$t Greek Concept of the Soul (Princeton: Princeton Universiry Press, 1983), pp. 54f. See also Dodds, op. cit., p. 16.
zo. Homer, Iliad g:7ozf. and O$tssey z:32o. See also Dodds, op. cit., p. 16 and R. B.
Onians, The Origins of European Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
tg5t), p. 52.
zr. Bruno Snell, The Discoaery of the Mind in Greek Philosophy and Literature (New
York: Dover Publications Inc., t98z), pp. 5-8.
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for waking consciousness that it would come to perform in later titnes,
especially in the writings of Plato.

Dodds pointed out that in the literature of shamanism we meet a
quite different way of thinking about the soul. The shaman's practice
depended on an inner concentration of psychic energies, such that
the forces of the soul, normally distributed throughout the psychophysical organism, were gathered into a unity. It was then possible to
experience the soul as an entity in its own right, quite independently
of the body." This was the basis of out-of-body flight or astral projection which, as we have seen, was practised by Abaris, Aristeas and
Hermotimos. Far from being a vaporous image or eidolon, the soul lvas
for these people a substantive reality and it was rather the body that
was considered ephemeral and ultimately insubstantial. According
to Dodds, this view, based on the spiritual practices of the northern
shamans, was then taken up in Orphism and Pythagoreanism, where
we meet the new formulation: the body is the 'prisonhouse' of the
soul, or even its'tomb'.'3
This view of the soul implies a quite different relationship to the
realm of spirit, which is apprehended no longer as the shadovly halfreality of eidola-phantoms or ghosts-but as a realm more real than
the world of physical existence. The Underworld is not a place of halfrealities, but a spiritual Otherworld into which one can travel in order
to attain true knowledge and spiritual power. Thus both Orpheus and
Pythagoras made epic journeys into the Underworld, very different in
quality from Odysseus' conjuratjons on the fringes of Hades.'a
The central doctrine of Platonism, inherited from the Orphics and
Plthagoreans, that soul or psuche is a reluctant prisoner of the body
and is essentially divine, in contrast to the body's transitory and corruptible nature, is the expression of a sensibility very different from
that of Homer. It has been perceived as so 'un-Greek' that it was
zz.Dodds, op. cit., pp. 15o and zto. See also Eliade, Shamanism, p. 47g.For compariwith yoga techniques, see Eliade, Yoga: Immortali$ and Freedom,trafls. Willard R.
Trask (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), pp. 318-26 and Ralph Metzner,
'Transformation Processes in Shamanism, Alchemy, and Yoga' in Shamanism: An
Expanded view of Reali$, ed. Shirley Nicholson (Wheaton, Illinois: The Theosophical
Publishing House, t987), pp. 239-42.
23. As recorded by Plato in Phaedo 6zs and Cra[tlrc 4ooc. See the discussions in
sons

Dodds, op. cit., pp. t46-5o.

z4.Walter Burkert, Greek Religion, trans. John Raffar (oxford: Basil Blackwell, t985),
pp.196-9 and 3oo-3o2.
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famously called by the German classicist Erwin Rohde 'a
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southern Italy, it was already strongly influenced by Egyptian culture,
and had been for at least two hundred years.'e It is also significant that
if there was contact between P1'thagoras and the Scythian shaman
Abaris, it was-according to Iamblichus-because Abaris came to visit
Pythagoras in Italy, not because Pythagoras ventured nofrh to Sclthia.
Far from Pythagoras needing to learn an)'thing from Abaris, it was
Abaris who sat at the feet of Pythagoras, learning from hirn
physiology, theology, divination by numbers and many other esoteric
sciences.3o

It is generally

accepted that during his lifetime Plato established
profound connections with the Py,thagorean communities of southern
Italy and Sicily, altogether making three journeys to Italy and Sicily
between 388 and 36r nc.3' Ancient sources such as Diogenes Laertius
and Cicero also report at least one, possibly two, visits to Egypt.3' Our
earliest extant source for Plato's spending time in Egypt is Strabo who,
when he went to Egypt, was shown by the locals where Plato stayed at
Heliopolis, clearly implying a strong tradition in Egypt itself that Plato
had been there.33 Strabo's account provides important evidence that

Plato's visit to Egypt was not simply an invention of his later biographers, wanting to insert an obligatory sojourn in Egypt in order to
6uild up a m5,th about the esoteric sources of his wisdom' lVhile of
course we cannot be absolutely certain that Plato went to Egypt, the
records that have been left to us of his journey there are from sources
whose veracity we have no good reason to doubt.
29. The suong influence of Eg.Vpt on southem Italy is documented from the eighth
and seventh centuries ec onwards, for which see Kingsley, 'From Plthagoras to the
Turba Philosophorunt', p. 4 with nn. z16.
Sourcebook and
3o. Iamblichus , rhe itfe of rythagoras, ry and 32, n The \tthagorean

Library, pp. 8of and ro9.
Sicily are docu3r. Plato s joumeys to Tarentum in southern Italy and to Syracuse in
mented in his Seventh and Eighth Letters, in Phaedrus and Letters WI and VIL fians.
Walter Hami.lton (Harmondsworth: Penguin , ry:3), pp.rrz-58. See also F. C. Copleston,
A History of Philosoplry, vo1. t:r (New York: Doubleday and Co., r98z), pp. 19-6.
3z.eciording to Cicero (De Republica r.ro.16 and De Finibus Bonorum et Malorum
but Diogenes
5.1291.87), Plato visited Egypt tvice before going to Sicily and Italy,
fue.tlrr (Liues of the Eminent Philosophers 3.6) gives only a single trip to Eg}pt on the
way back from 3icily and Italy. For the sources of Plato's life, see w. K. C. Guthrie, ,4
Hiitory of Greek Philosoplry, 4: Plato, The Man and His Dialogues (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), pp 8-38. A useful brief summaly of biographical sources
for ilato in Egypt is given in trt'iritney M. Davis, 'Plato on EgyPtian Art' in Joumal of
Egrytian Archaeologt 6S \SZq, Dt-7: p nz n.3.
33.

Strabo, Geograplry ryt29.
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Apart from the biographical accounts there is, however, another
andmore fruitfui approach to the question of the possible influence of
ancient Egypt on Plato. It requires that we ask ourselves the following
question: If P1ato (and for that matter Pythagoras) had visited Egypt,
what might he have learned there? Can we discover in the writings of
Plato anything that has affinities with, and therefore could be transmitting, ancient Egyptian wisdom? Could Plato, either directly or
through his contacts with the P1'thagoreans, have learned from the
fgyptians any,thing comparable to the teaching about the soul and
tft. t ira of shamanic practices that Dodds attributed to the northern
tribes of Thrace and Scl'thia? Vfhile such an approach might be
criticised as simply looking for confirmation of an idea for which we
already have a itrorg predilection, it could also be seen as a way of
freeing ourselves from the current prejudice that there could have been
no Egyptian influence on Plato. It is necessary sometimes to aciopt a
.orrrt"i-p..judice in order to open our eyes to what has long been
staring us in the face.
tn tiking this approach we need also to be aware that although
there are ancient Egyptian tex-ts in which the soul is presented as
having the capacity to exist separately from the body, and its travels in
the out-of-body state are given in considerable detail, the consensus
amongst Egyptologists is that these tex-ts are specifically funerary

textr. th"licontent was applicable only to the dead, not to the living.
If there was anything like shamanism in ancient Egypt, then according
to mainstream Egyptology it was only dead Egyptians that practised it,
not living Egyptians. I have argued elsewhere that we need to suspend
this presupposition if we are to allow the deeper content of Egyptian
religious texts to speak to us.3a I will not go over these arguments
,guin h"r", because it would take far too long. Instead, I shall make
tie counter-assumption that the literature of ancient Egypt usually
termed ,funerary' was not necessarily exclusively funerary but also
had a non-funerary meaning and purpose. In so doing, I hope that
the possible connections between the wisdom of Plato and the
wisdom of the Egyptians will be given a better chance to come into the
light of day.

Naydler, Shamanic Wisdoru in the \tramid Texts: The Mystical Tradition
of Ancient igtpf (Rochester, Vermont: Inner Traditions International, zoo5)'
34. Jeremy
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When Pythagoras and Plato went to Egypt, they would have encountered a similar kind of consciousness to that which is described in
Homer. Just as in Homer soul qualities are distributed throughout the
physical organism, and great emphasis is placed on physical organs
and limbs as the location of psychic attributes, so in Egypt we find a
comparable view expressed. The heart was for the Egyptians the main
centre of consciousness, where people experienced emotions such as
joy and anger, grief and fear. It was also the organ in which reflection
and contemplation occurred. Like the Homeric thutnos, it was furthermore the place where wishes and intentions gestated. But also,like the
thumos, the heart was a semi-autonomous centre, a second person
within the person, capable of being quite at variance with that person
and standing as an accuser against him or her.35 For the Egyptians
the belly was the centre of instinctive impulses, and could be 'hot' or
'cold' depending on the degree to which these had been integrated
into the wider social and moral context.36 As in Homer, the limbs were
regarded as the bearers of will. Strong arms or legs indicated the
capacity to carry out one's wishes: as one maxim put it, 'He who has
two arms is effective.'37 By conttast, the head was not considered to be
a centre of waking consciousness, and yet was most closely identified
with the whole person, in a way that parallels what we find in Homer.
Just as in Homer the head was the bearer of the soul or psuche as it
travelled into the Underworld, so in Egypt we find the head of the
deceased attached to the body of a winged bird as it journeys through
the Egyptian Otherworld or Dwat.
This form that the soul or ba of the person takes can be seen in
figure r, but it should be understood that we are now in different
piychological territory from the ordinary and everyday experiences of
the average Egyptian. TLe ba is an esoteric concept that we meet in
specifically religious contexts, rather than those that are concerned
of the Dead, chap.3oB, trans. R. O.
35. See for example, The Ancient Egtptian Book
Faulkner (London:-British Museum Publications, 1985), p. z7' See also Jeremy Naydler,
Temple of the Cosmos @ocl'rcster, Vemont: Inner Traditions International, ry96), pp. r86f.
36. Naydler, op.cit., pP. t84-6.
Egtptian Litera37. Building inscription of Sesostris I, in Miriam Lichtheim, Ancient
hu'e,vol. r (Berkelen University of California Press, t975), p. rz7. See also Naydler, op.
cit., pp rygf.
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Ttre bahoverc over the bodY4

here is a dualism between body and soul that is only experienced in
exceptional circumstances. It is nothing to do with normal daily
.*p.-ri".r.". The key element here is that the soul in its form of the ba
is iiberated from the body, and thereby knows itself as an entity that
has an existence independent both of the body and of the whole
psycho-physical organism.
From such a standpoint, the body must appear to be a restriction on
the soul which, experiencing itself as capable of existing separately
from the body, knows that in essence it belongs to a different order of
reality from that of the physical. This understanding of the soul's
separability and essentially independent spiritual existence_ was reexpressed in doctrines (in all likelihood based on rituals) attributed by
the Greeks to Orpheus. As we have seen, these were according to E. R.
Dodds derived fiom northern shamanism. Plato refers to them in his
dialogue Crat1ius,where we learn that the Orphic poets held that'the
bodl (soma) is an enclosure or prison in which the soul is incarcerated, .a, From the point of view of the free soul ot ba, this is how the
After W. Max
4r. New Kingdom papyrus of Tehenena, Paris, Louvre.

Mytholog (Boston: Marshall Jones, r9t8).
"4z.V!o:to,'

Miiller, Egtptian

Cra$tlus 4ooc, trans. Benjamin Jowett in The Dialogues of Plato, ed. R. M.
Hare and D. A. Russell, vol. 3 (London: Sphere Books, r97o), p. t48'
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body must appear. According to the Pythagoreans, to whom Plato
alludes in the same passage, the body is not just a prison but should
be seen as a tomb: it is 'the tomb (sema) of the soul, which may be
thought to be buried in our present life'.a3
Given the close correspondence to Egyptian priestly teaching, and
given the accounts that have come down to us of the long sojourn of
Pythagoras in Egypt, it seems a little strange to be looking north for
the sources of this doctrine. There is good reason to believe that the
poems ascribed to Orpheus were in fact composed by P)'thagoreans,
since their place and time of origin was southern Italy and Sicily in the
fifth and fourth centuries sc, when the P)'thagorean communities
flourished in that area.44 We have already seen that Egyptian influence
in southern Italy and Sicily was strong from the eighth and seventh
centuries onwards. Since P1'thagoras was himself deeply influenced by
his first-hand knowledge of ancient Egyptian religion, an Egyptian
derivation for this view of the relationship between soul and body
seems far more probable than a northern one. This is certainly how
Herodotus saw it. He travelled in the south of Italy and in Sicily in the
fifth century BC, at the time when Pythagoreanism was already well
established there. He states that'rites known as Orphic'were 'really
Egyptian and Pythagorean'.45

Prero AND THE, EcYPrlaN TnanITIoN
The separability of the soul and the possibility of it existing independently of the body is one teaching that is central both to Plato and
to ancient Egyptian sacred texts. It could be said to constitute the very
kernel of Platonism. Given the possibility that Plato himself spent time
studying in Egypt, we should not assume that he was simply transmitting Egyptian doctrines second hand, through his association with
the Pythagoreans. He was not merely 'transmitting doctrines' in any
case: he was reworking them and making them his own. This does
not mean, however, that they were original to him: rather, he was
$.tbid., though Jowett translates 'tomb' as 'grave'. See also Gorgias 4gze-493 lor
further reference to this doctrine as having a Sicilian or Italian source.
(Indianapolis/
44. charles H. Kahn, I)tthagoras and the srthagoreans: A Brief History
Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., zool), p. zo.
Penguin,
45. Herodotus, Histories 2.81, trans. Aubrey de S6lincourt (Flarmondsworth:

r97z),p r59.
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the human being, concerning which he would have discovered nothing in Homer, though he might have come across it in Pythagorean
consticir"cles. This furtheicomponent is luminous and divine, and
whereas the ba or psuche is best undertutes our spiritual
"rr.rr-",
stood as the manifestation of this luminous and divine essence on the
soul level.ae This divine component of the human being was called by
the Egyptians the akh or 'shining spirit" and it was associated by them
bothiith the sun and the stars, for its mode of existence is cosmic.5o
As the Pyramid Texts succinctly put it:
Akhto the skY;
body to the earth.5'
the akh is the innermost aspect of the ba, ils etelnal core, then to
become akhis to become divinized.
In Plato's writings, the notion that there is an immortal core to the
psuche is repeatelly expressed. Sometimes he refers to it as the
'd.aimon,
ro-"tim"s as th; nous, and sometimes as the logistikon.S'ln
each case it is understood to be both immortal and to be that part of
us by which we attain spiritual insight or wisdom. In both lespects
plato,s conception exactiy parallels ihe fgyptian notion of thre akh.
When, for example, the New Kingdom king Thutmose III is infused
with the akh-power of the sungod Ra, he not only becomes assimi-
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how this understanding is paralleled in Plato's conception of the
divine element in our nature to which he referred as the daimon, nous
or logistikon.
We have seen that the ancient Egyptian and the Platonic conceptions agree that this element in us (akh or flotts, etc.) is to be understood as our spiritual and immortal core, while at the same time it is
that in us by which we are able to acquire true knowledge, insight and
wisdom. For the Egyptians, the akhis intrinsically luminous. It is lightfilled and radiant like the sun. But this was not just an analogy: there
was felt to be a real inner affinity between tlne akh and the sungod Ra.
At the very heart of Egyptian religion, from the Old Kingdom through
to the New Kingdom and beyond, the highest spiritual aspiration was
to become united with Ra. In becoming akh, therefore, one realized
this inner identity between the sungod and one's deepest human
nature. It is therefore not without significance that according to
Strabo, the place where Plato studied with Egyptian priests was the
cult centre of Ra-Heliopolis. Here Plato would have learned that just
as the akh is inwardly luminous like the sun, so the highest knowledge is only attained through coming into the presence of, and
effectively merging with, the sungod.
It is an interesting fact that, according to Krantor-one of the early
Greek commentators on Plato's Republic-it was generally believed
that this dialogue drew heavily on Egyptian sources.5T Vtrhile this
indebtedness is usually thought to refer more to his political ideas
than to his epistemology, it is significant that in the Republic ti;re
highest object of knowledge and the goal of philosophical contemplation is the Form of the Good, which P1ato compares to the sun. Just as
in the visible world the sun is the source of life and light, which both
makes objects visible and gives the power of seeing to the eye, so in
the intelligible world the Form of the Good is the source of reality and
truth, which both makes objects of thought (the Forms) intelligible
and gives the power of knowing to the mind (nous).58 Plato's conception of the Form of the Good is that it is not simply an idea but is a
generative principle, a god. As such, it actually Senerates the sun,
which is its 'child'. So he tells us, 'The Good has begotten it (the sun)
pondon: Free Association Books,
57. See the discussion in Bemal, Black Athena, vol. r
t987), pp. to5-7.
58. Plato, Republic 5o7-g, tans. H. D. P. Lee (tlarmondsworth: Penguin, 955), pp. z7r-4.
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platonic world of Forms.63 In the New Kingdom Book of What is in
the Underworld. (Am Druat), as Ra passes through the regions of the
Dwat,he illuminates them, thereby making it possible for them to be
known.6a ff Plato had studied with the priests of Heliopolis, it is not
inconceivable that he would have learned of the night journey of the
sungod through t]ne Dwat. And if he had, then he would also have
learied that if one is to come to know the spirit world, then one would
have to travel in companionship with Ra, on his sunboat, for from this
vantage point the spirit world becomes accessible to the light of consciousness.

The ancient Egyptians placed a Sfeat deal of emphasis on the importance of knowlelge of the Dwat. Fbr them, the Dwatwas the source of
everything that comes into being on the physical plane. Just as the
Owitisthe destination of all that is old and worn out, so it is also the
origin of all that is fresh and new. A11 living things emerge from the
Diatwhen they are born, just as they return to it when they die. So
although we could say that the Dwatis the 'afterlife realm' it is equally
the 'bJfore-life realmf for a1l creatures pre-exist in the Dutatinwatdly,

having a purely spiritual mode of existence prior to their physical
birth.lor the Egyptians, then, the realm of death is also the source of
life. This underJtanding is central to Egyptian thinking, and we meet it
again in Plato.
"the world of archetypal Forms that, according to Plato, the philosopher accesses while engaged in the 'practise of dying' is precisely
the interior world of non-physical forms or essences that the EgWtians located in the 'hidden region' of the Dwat.Just as for the Egyptians this realm is illumined by the light of the sungod as he passes
through it, enabling all who travel with the sungod to s-ee into the
depthi of the spirit ivorld, so for Plato the whole sphere of archetypal
forms is lit up ihrough the philosopher's participation in the Form of
the Good. The Platonic spiritual exercise of. aruamneses or 'reminiscence' is best understood ut u m"u.tt of beholding this order of reality
that is effectively trans-temporal. Because it is trans-temporal, it belongs
see
For the Dwat as the Egyptian equivalent of the Platonic world of Forms,
ii the llramid Tex.tl pp zo-zr ar,d 83-4'
Book of What is in the Underworld,-Dlv. 1, trans. Piankoff, The Tomb of
VI
(New york: princeton Universtiy Press, 1954), P. 238- See also Jan Assmann,
Raises
'ig,iA"i)tar
neligion in the New Kingdom, trans. Anthony Alcock pondon and New
V6rk: Kegan Paul International, 1995), pp' zzff'
63.
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to our future as to oul past, for it effectively transcends existence in time. Thus the Platonic reminiscence enables us to recognize
the non-temporal order of reality that lies between death and birth.6:
Anamnesis ii shamanic soul travel by another name, and it is no
coincidence that Plato plesents this exercise in the Phaedo along with
the doctrine that the soui, 'Satheled into itself alone', can travel into
,the invisible, divine, immortal ancl wise' world of spirit, the 'realm of
the god of the other world'.66
If"it is true that Plato spent time in Heliopolis studying with the
priests of Ra, there is something else that he rnight also have learned
ih"r". This is that union with Ra, travelling in his sunboat through the
Dwatand beholding in the Dwatthe invisible powers and energies of
the spirit world, does not encompass the full extent of the ancient
fgypiian conception of the spiritual goal. The Dwatwas understood to
frI"L u celestiaf location, within the body of the cosmic goddess Nut.
The ancient Eg)?tians understood our nature as human beings to be
essentially .orrri., and believed that if we are to become fully realized
spiritual teings, then this must occur in a cosmic setting. Thus the
ctnception of the spiritual goal was from the earliest religious texts
pictured as involving the ascent of the soul to the heavens, either to
t".o.rr" united with Ra, or to assume the form of a star. In this process,
in whichever way it was conceived, the soul became aleh-inwardly
as much

illumined.
In ancient Egyptian religious tex1s, the ascent to the sky was accomplished by dtvlise -.rni-by climbing a ladder,_by being wafted
upwards on the smoke of incense, by being assisted by tl" gods, and
,o or. But the most favoured method of ascent was undoubtedly by
transforming oneself into a bird, preferably a fal-con (the bird sacred to
Lrecause
Ra), and rouiirrg upwards with outspread wings.67 This may be
both the ba aia itre akh were understood by the Egyptians to have
bird forms. Such methods of ascent have shamanic parallels, of course,
for this is very much a shamanic motif.68 Within the shamanic tradiLloyd and
65.Jean-pierre vernant, lttyth and Thought Among the Greeks' trans. Janet
p'
tg8z),
Paul,
354'
Jeff Fort (London: Routledge and Kegan
66.P1ato, Phaedo Soo-Bta, trans. Fowler in op cit, pp' z$r'-3'
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tion, transformation into an eagle was an especially potent means of
rising upwards, and the falcon could be seen as the Egyptian
equivalent of the eagle.6e lVhat is of particular interest to us here is
that we read in Plato's Phaedrus that the philosopher too must'grow
wings' in order for the soul to fly rp to the sky. While it is conceivable
that Plato derived this idea of the soul acquiring wings from northern
shamanic cultures, for the reasons that I have already given it seems
more likely that its origin is Egyptian.
Plato introduces this idea in conjunction both with the spiritual
exercise of the soul 'collecting itself together' and the doctrine of
anamnesis,which practice, he says, involves the soul'lifting its vision'
toward reality.zo In one of the most memorabie passages-a passage
clearly related to initiaton rites-Plato then describes the flight of the
philosopher's soul to the stars.T'There it comes to the immortal region
of the gods and, standing on the back of the universe, beholds what
lies beyond-the colourless, formless and intangible reality that only
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nous is capable of perceiving.r, We are reminded of an image in the
tomb of Ramesses III which could almost be taken as an iltrustration of
the passage in the Phaedrus (see figure 4)'
tLre

FtNar RrrrrcrtoNs
Plato is often regarded as the father of Western philosophy, and he is
seen as the originator of a metaphysical world view known as Platonism. In the light of the preceding discussion, both these presuppositions must be called into question. This is not simply because we have
seen the close affinities between key philosophical doctrines of Plato
and certain Egyptian religious texts and images. It is also because of
the strong link between Plato and the Pythagoreans of southern Italy

and Sicily, the likelihood that the Pythagoreans wele transmitting
teachings whose source was in Egypt, the long-standing tradition that
plato viiited Egypt, and the relative ease with which he might have
gone there. Nona of this amounts to conclusive evidence, of course,
but then neither is there conclusive evidence to the contrary' We are
here simply contemplating a possible scenario that would give us a

new perspective on Fl"to,s position in the history of philosophy and a
new understanding of the sources of his thought. By accepting an
Egyptian influenceleither direct or indirect) on Platonis*, _*" are able
to see Plato's philosophy in a context both broader and deeper than

the history of Western philosophy alone. The context

becomes

historically broader in so far as Plato's thinking is understood to have
been inspired by religious teachings emanating from ancient Egypt.
It becomes spiritually deeper in so far as his writings can be seen to
rest on a bedrock of spirittul experience rather than simpiy lational
speculation.
,Platonism, may therefore not be as purely Platonic as it has come to
be regarded: we could see it as transmitting a tradition whose origins
are fir more ancient than either Plato or Pythagoras. In antiquity,
there was a widespread view that Plato was writing within a tradition, of which he was by no means the founder. Neoplatonists like
Numenius and Iamblichus saw Plato's philosophy as rooted in the
tutystgu cuhs (Cambndge,.Massachusetts:
73. Accordtng to walter Burkert, Ancient
Hafoard Univeisity Press, i987), p. 92, this is 'by far the most influential text about the
experience of mysieries' and has'become the basic text of mysticism in the true sense''
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cults, rituals and doctrines of the Near East, and many others saw it as
a link in the chain of transmission of Pythagoreanism and Orphism,

teachings whose indebtedness to Egypt was common knowledge.Ta
This is not to deny Plato's originality or genius, but only to suS8est
that we might understand him better were we to place him within a
larger context than we are used to doing. It may be that Plato's contdbutioi to western philosophy, like that of other early Greek philosophers,
was that he putlnto terms understandable to his contemporaries, and
thereby -rd" accessible, teachings that were essentially esoteric and
that hitherto had been wrapped in secrecy, under the protection of the
Egyptian priesthood.
iflnir ii correct, then we would also have to look again at the Egyptian sources of the Hermetic tradition. At first encounter, the Corpus
Hermeticum can seem to be more 'Platonic' than Egyptian, but if we
approach it with an awaleness of the degree to which Platonism itself
ls ie-expressing (in accordance with Greek cultural norms) Egyptian
spiritual perrpi.tiv"s, the 'Platonic' element in these texts resolves
itself into a rither thinly disguised Egyptian element that has simply
been couched in Greek philosophical language. In the Corpus Hermeticum, we meet for instance the doctrine that the soul ot psuche is
separable from the body, just as is the Egyptianba.T5 We also meet the
important distinction between tt,le psuche and the nous,which corfesponds to the Egyptian distinction 6etween the baand the akh.76 lttst
ai in both Plato and the Egyptian Pyramid Texts, wisdom is attained
only by one who crosses the threshold of death in order to stand in
immediate relationship to the spirit world, so also in the corpus
Hermeticum we meet the same understanding.T7 Again, the sun in the
Hermetic writings is linked to the form of the Good in a way that
parallels both Plato and ancient Egyptian teachings.Ts So _too is the
world of the dead linked to the world of archetypal forms.Te Last but
odord University
74.Peter Kingsley, Ancient Philosoph.y, Mystery and ttttagic loxford:
Press, 1995), pP.304-5 and 4o-32.
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not least, the mystical ascent to the sky is as central to the Hermetic
tradition as it is to both Egyptian and Platonic mysticism.so
The Corpus Hermeticum has long been seen as a somewhat exotic
offshoot of the Platonic tradition, using Platonic metaphysics as a
springboard into pseudo-Egyptian mystical flights of fancy.8' This
view has become increasingly untenable as more recent studies have
shown the extent of the Corpus Hermeticum's rootedness in Egyptian
precedents.8' But the conclusion has not yet been drawn that the
apparent 'Platonic' elements in the Corpus Hermeticum may themselves be an indication of Egyptian influence. If the Corpus Hermeticum is more self-consciously'Egyptian' than Plato ever set out to be,
this does not mean that its Platonic elements are necessarily Greek.
They too may be more Egyptian than they at first seem. The parallels
between Plato and the Corpus Hermeticum may best be understood if
we open our eyes to the fact that Plato was not the originator of a
Greek philosophical tradition called Platonism, but was-like the
author, or authors, of the Corpus Hermeticum-working within, and
re-expressing in terms of his own culture and understanding, a much
more ancient spiritual tradition emanating from Egypt.

8o. Ibid., r.z4-6 and The Way of Hermes, pp.

22-3;'The Discourse on the Eighth and

Ninth'in The Nag Hammacli Library in English, pp 2g2-Z
8r. The champion of this view was A.-J. Festugiere, La Riailation d'Hermis

Tismigiste QSqq1gS|, and it still has its exponents, for example John Dillon, The
Middle Platonists (London: Duckworth, 1996), p.392, who sees in Hermericism 'certain
basic entities of Platonic metaphysics' that 'have found their way into realms far
removed from orthodox Piatonism'.
82. The two major studies are J.-P. Mah6, Hermis en Haute-Egtpte, z vols. (Quebec:
Presses de 1'Universit6 Laval,978-82) and G. Fowden, The Egrytian Hertnes (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, rg93).

